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Reagan asks Congress to hold
spending, approve tax increase

"I know this is strong medicine, but cost of each gallon of gasoline,
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan asked Congress Tuesday so far we have only cut the rate of according to a fact sheet distributed
night to freeze overall federal spend- increase in federal spending... Taken to reporters.
The so-called spending freeze for
ing about 5 percent above current as a whole, the budget I am proposing
levels, and to approve a standby tax for the next fiscal year will increase fiscal 1964 would apply to programs
increase to curb spiraling deficits be no more than the rate of inflation - in with automatic yearly cost-of-living
such as Social Security, other
called "a clear and present danger" other words, the federal government raises,
pension and disability programs and
will hold the line on real spending."
to America.
"America is on the mend" Reagan food stamps.
His spending limits would apply to
"For too many of our fellow citizens
the total federal budget - sparing declared.
To deal with the highest unemploy- - farmers, steelworkers and autodefense. The 5 percent increase is
workers,
lumbermen, black teen-agdesigned to take account of inflation. ment rate in more than 40 years,
and working mothers - this is a
In his State of the Union address, Reagan proposed a six-month exten- ers
Reagan proposed an outright freeze sion of unemployment compensation painful period/Reagan said.
Reagan's own budget for fiscal 1964,
on most domestic spending programs, for those who have exhausted their
with no inflation allowance. He said benefits, tax credits for employers due early next week, is expected to
federal pay and retirement benefits, who hire the long-term unemployed, forecast a deficit of $188 billion. The
both military and civilian, should be additional job training funds, and a current year's red ink is projected at
frozen for one year, and cost of living below-minimum wage for teen-agers a record $180 billion.
In his State of the Union address a
increases in Social Security, veterans hired for summer jobs.
year ago, Reagan said: "As it now
benefits and the like should be deHe asked for a 1 percent surcharge stands, our forecasts ... will show
layed for six months. .
on taxable incomes and an excise tax major deficits, starting at less than
$100 billion and declining, but still too
Reagan said he would adjust his on domestic and imported oil.
Faced with a deficit now estimated high."
defense budget to save about $55
Hours before Reagan's appearance,
billion over the next five years. But a at more than $200 billion for the cursenior administration official, speak- rent fiscal year, the president's 162 demonstrators were arrested for
ing on the condition that his name not "standby tax" would raise between refusing to leave the Capitol's rotunda
be used, said the proposed freeze $40 billion and $50 billion a year from after they read "A People's State of
would leave room for an increase of fiscal 1906 through 1968 if needed to the Union Address." That message
declared*
about 14 percent in the defense budget curb the flow of red ink.
"Millions of us are homeless. That
The 1 percent surcharge would apnext year.
61y both to individuals and corpora- is the State of the Union. Millions are
Advising Congress that his budget
ons. The excise tax on oil, about $5 out of work, out of hope, and out of
will propose the spending freeze, Reaper barrel, would add 12 cents to the choices."
gan said:
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No raises in '83
Faculty Senate members
were told yesterday that the
outlook for salary increases is
grim, according to University
President Dr. Paul Olscamp.
"I'm almost positive that
there's going to be considerable
cuts in our state budget," Olscamp said. "We are not at the
end of this period of financial
hard-times in higher education."
The state is expected to continue budget cuts which will
decrease the University's expendable income, be said.

Inside
-Plan careers ahead. See page 3.
-'Chapter Two' is a hit. See page 4.
-Pikul overcomes adversities. See
page!.

Weather
Cloudy today with scattered snow

flurries. High in the mid-20s.
Partly cloudy tonight with a low
around 10.
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Firms seized for driving
towed vehicles illegally,
selling stolen materials
nection with two more vehicles found
missing from the tow lot. She pleaded
no contest. The case has been referred to the probation department,
Patterson said.
Officers said the missing vehicles
have not been recovered.
At Meyer Collision, the firm remains on suspension since Nov. 19 for
releasing five cars from the lot without police authorization. The suspension remains in effect pending the
outcome of a theft charge in Toledo
Municipal Court.
The owner, Ralph Meyer, was
charged with attempted grand theft
after two seats were taken from a van
towed by his company. A man then
tried to sell the seats back to the van's
owner.
Other firms were suspended for
violating various sections of the city's
towing ordinance, which requires vehicles to be stored on an approved,
fenced lot.
"There will be no deviation - we
have embarked on a program of enforcement of the city ordinance and
we will stick to it," Patterson said.
Police tow vehicles for reasons
ranging from outstanding parking
tickets to those damaged in accidents
DONNA WHEELER, the owner of to cars involved in criminal investigathe firm, was charged with two counts tions, Patterson said. During 1962, the
of obstructing official business in con- division ordered 9,115 tows.

TOLEDO (AP) - A six-month investigation by Toledo police of the 17
towing companies that haul vehicles
for authorities has resulted in suspension of eight firms for breaking the
law, officers said Tuesday.
Capt. Harold Patterson said criminal charges were filed against some
towing firm owners for driving vehicles seized by officers, taking vehicles
from tow lots and stealing material
from a towed vehicle, then trying to
sell it back to the rightful owner.
Patterson said the companies were
suspended for periods ranging from
seven days to six months. He said the
investigation began on July 27, when
Klice tried to trace a towed truck that
sy wanted to sell at an auction of
unclaimed vehicles.
The truck was not at the lot where
police records indicated it should
have been - Donna's Towing Service and as a result, the operator of the
firm, Daniel Wheeler, was charged
with unauthorized use of a motor
vehicle.
Wheeler pleaded guilty and has
been sentenced to three years probation by the Lucas County Common
Pleas Court, Patterson said.

Trash
Cans
Amy Kiesel,(left)a junior environmental

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

science major, bags aluminum cans for recycling with Karen
Scott, a senior environmental science major.

Establishing good credit history
good advice, hard to accomplish
by Lorl Karch
reporter

Establishing credit reflects reliability and resposibility, but getting
credit during the college years is
difficult, according to Joel Ebstein,
aimcuit,

loan officer for Toledo Trust Corp. in
Bowling Green.
Some general criteria used by creditors to determine who is eligible for
credit include stable employment and
length of residence, Ebstein said.
These
rnese factors
lactors also are weighed if
u ai

Administrator says blacks are
treated poorly by most media
by June Remley
staff reporter

Marshall Rose, assistant director of placement services, imagines himself a foreigner or a visitor
from outerspace, seeing the media's portrayal of blacks for the
first time.
"I'd be scared to death," Rose
said.
The news and entertainment media usually portrays blacks in a
negative way, according to Rose.
Since the news media values investigative reporting, reporters enter
black communities only after tragedies occur.
"People start to think, "That is
the black community. Crime, violence,' " he said.
Reporters are not objective,
according to Rose.
"They bring their personal and
cultural biases to their reporting. .. there are exceptions in
terms of individual reporters and
individual stories that are told, but
most stigmatize blacks in negative
ways," he said.
The stereotypes affect black
images within toe news media, not
merely in the public eye. Few news
anchors are Mack, according to
Rose.

"You have
have what
what II call
call aa 'Holly'Holly- entertainment
entertainmentmedia
mediaas
as well.
well.
"You
"Black theme shows don't do
wood Syndrome.' Most of the people you see sitting behind the well, despite the success of
cameras look like they just came Roots'," Rose said. "The docuoff a Hollywood set," Rose said.
drama on Martin Luther King
failed miserably."
IN TOLEDO, television station
Situation comedies like "Sanford
personnel complained of a short- and Son," "Different Strokes" and
age of black anchors. However, other television series are not seRose said he knows qualified per- rious black theme shows, accordsons who still live in the area.
ing to Rose.
'"This is not to suggest that these
"But they don't fit the image,"
shows
don't often approach some
he said.
Members of black communities serious issues," he said, but most
distrust the primarily white media programs do present negative
as a result of these conditions. The black stereotypes.
media is seen as "racially biased,
"The Jeffersons," for example,
insensitive and unconcerned," upholds a negative image found in
the "Amos 'n Andy" comedy of the
Rose said.
1930s.
Blacks could be portrayed more
"There's the same, always argupositively if reporters entered ing, disjointed, out-of-step family,"
black communities more often. Re- Rose said.
porters, white and black, should
establish relationships within
Rose remembered when the Nablack communities, Rose said. tional Association for the AdvanceOtherwise the media loses credibil- ment of Colored People (NAACP)
threatened to boycott the movie
ity among blacks.
industry unless certain concessions
"In building those relationships, were made.
one should participate in the cul"Blacks put a lot of money into
ture and educate oneself to what's movies. They (NAACP members)
happening in black communities," tried to get more blacks in the
Rose said.
movies, from extras in front of the
Black stereotypes are found not cameras, to people behind the camonly in news media, but in the eras," Rose said.

student is trying to get a loan, Ebstein
said. He added that students who are
able to get a loan in their own name
probably will have to have a parent
cosign for them. Ebstein said that the
bottom line is having a responsible
person the bank can count on for
repayment of the loan.
Darlene Minnick, loan officer at
MidAm Bank, sited another problem
students might have trying to get a
loan.
"BG students are here for nine
months out of the year and may have
a part time job during that time, but
we normally ask you to be stably
employed and have a permanent
place of residence," Minnick said.
BUT IN spite of the barriers students face in obtaining loans, there
are ways a student can get a start in
establishing credit while in college.
Minnick suggests students set up a
savings planVThis can be helpful after
college when applying for a loan.
"Tnis way you can show that you've
put so much aside every week,' Minnick said. "A savings plan can help
prove you're reliable later on," she
added.
Ebstein said he believes a student
should "start out small" when trying
to establish credit during the school
years. He suggests obtaining a credit
card with a $1004200 purchasing
limit.
"You can demonstrate that you
have the ability to manage money,"
he added.
Macy's department store in Bowling Green offers a student. credit
account. Michele Hensien, store manager, said receiving credit from Macy's is relatively easy for students.
Hensien said students need only to
produce a photo I.D., and the company can sign on to a computer listing
to seeif the applicant has a past record of poor credit. Usually, she said,
this is a student'sfirstcredit account,
so credit can be granted immediately.
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Reagan makes the hawks look good
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Eugene Rostow has been a hawk on
Cuba, a hawk on Vietnam, a hawk on
SALT II. When he left the Johnson
administration, students at Yale tried

Issue 66
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Reagan speach fails
to offer solutions
President Reagan gave his proposals for correcting
some of the country's major problems in last night's
State of the Union speech. Some of the ideas are good.
However, too many of today's problems were not
touched upon, and some of the solutions offered seemed
to be short term.
Unemployment, which has hit record highs, is one of
the largest problems facing the country. Because of
this, it is surprising that the President gave no major
plan to create jobs for the large number of Americans
who are without them.
The proposed Employment Act of 1983 offers some
positive suggestions, but does not seem to get to the
heart of the problem.
A six-month extension of unemployment benefits to
those whose benefits have run out will help for six
months, but what is that unemployed person to do after
that time is up and they are still without work? President Reagan emphasized working toward long term
solutions to the country's problems. However, this part
of the proposed employment act seems to be a short
term solution to a continuing problem.
Training and relocation of the unemployed is one idea,
that if given proper funding and attention, is a good
solution. It would involve training people who have lost
their jobs in an area that is saturated with employees or
losing business, such as the steel industry, for a job in a
growing field.
President Reagan spoke favorably of private sector
initiatives to create jobs for the unemployed. This idea
is a good one. However, in order to make it work help
must be directed toward the small businessmen, so
these people can become successful, and as a result an
employment source for many.
Forty-sevei
jven percent of working Americans are employed by small businesses. However, the number of
these businesses that fold has increased drastically in
the past few years. By giving tax cuts to the large
corporations and nothing to these smaller independent
entrepreneurs, the problem of unemployment is increased.
Parts of the four-part plan to decrease the federal
deficit also seem to be short term solutions to a major
problem. A one-year freeze on domestic spending programs, which Reagan said is the reason the current
deficit is so high, will not necessarily help us five or 10
years down the road. Government must learn to change
its spending habits on a continual basis, rather than to
freeze them for only one year.
The President said the cause of the high deficit does
not lie in increased defense spending. However, over the
next five years $1.6 trillion will go into the defense
budget. After the address, Democrats pointed out in
their view on the state of the union that the current
administration opposed the appointment of an inspector
general to look into the waste of the defense department. Because Reagan is so concerned with waste in
areas such as social services, it would seem logical that
this idea also should be met with approval.
Social Security's problem with self-sufficiency will
not be solved with a six month freeze in cost of living
raises to its beneficiaries. This freeze will only hurt
those people who are receiving benefits and will not
create a surplus of funds to stabilize the entire program
for the future. The shrinking number of employed
cannot continue to support the increasing number of
senior citizens. There must be a fundamental change in
the way the Social Security program is funded.
Education is another issue in trouble. Although the
President speaks as though the country's youth must be
intellectually prepared to meet future problems, he is
not helping that cause.
Reagan's New Federalism program is forcing the
states to reduce funding across the board. This includes
funding for education.
The decrease in student loans has affected over 600.000 students nationally. Education is a good investment.
For every dollar that is spent, the productivity of those
trained brings an additional $6 to the gross national
product. The youth are the future of America, and the
President should be more concerned with continuing
adequate funding for their education.
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By Gary Wills
to organize a Rostow Brothers Film
Festival devoted to Vietnam atrocities. Some made it a point of honor not
to converse with him in the corridors
of the (lining hall of Yale's law school.
Little did they know that they would
later find an ally in Jesse Helms.
Rostow, a superhawk across the
decades, seems just a pigeon to Senator Helms, who has been conducting
a government by personal veto ever
since he found that he could pester
Alexander Haig over State Department appointments.
It was Rostow who introduced the
term and the plan called START, a
call for the kind of deep cuts in arms
that had aborted negotiations early in
PIUHPHE 5PWT WEE RCJBB

Jimmy Carter's administration. But
Rostow did claim he wanted a treaty,
which was enough to damn him In the
eyes of the right wing, against which
Reagan does not seem able to protect
his own officers.
And now it turns out that Rostow,
having said he would talk to the
Russians, hauled off and actually did
it. Exploring options through Paul
Nitze (whom the president calls
"Ed"), he was sabotaging us into
peace. His crime was to do what his
office called for him to do. No wonder
he had to go. Didn't he realize - as
everyone else In the world seems to that the Reagan gestures toward
arms control are just a cover for a
policy of aggression?
In his last press conference, the
president said he was closing the
window of vulnerability to open a
window of opportunity. His claim was
that new arms talks offer the opportunity - but the firing of Rostow shows
progress in that area is the last thing
this administration wants. To see
what the president considers a real
opportunity of the 1980s, one must

turn to the defense document leaked
to UPI this week. The document
draws on an analysis begun earlier in
Carter's term on the economic difficulties and internal unrest that will
the Soviet Union later in this
This period of unrest in the '80s is
seen by Reagan's generals as a
chance for bringing: outside pressure
to bear on the Soviet Union in order to
cause its ultimate breakdown. The
document says we must exploit our
opportunity by opening up "new areas
of major military competition.'' This
policy runs the risk of provoking war,
but the generals seem to think mat is
a risk to be borne, or even welcomed.
if it means that our prolongation of
nuclear war will merely damage us,
but destroy the Soviet regime.
Such a window of opportunity is, of
course, the window of vulnerability
read backward. While saying we were
vulnerable, Reagan's people have
been preparing to pounce when the
Russians become vulnerable. The
new areas to be opened up include

space, the Persian Gulf, The Chinese
border, as well as Europe.
Like so many kinds of crackpot
toughness, this attempt to exploit
weakness in others induces it in ourselves. Our allies are going to be
understandably leery of a strategy
that courts wars to whose damages
they lie more exposed than we do.
China, which shifted its allegiance to
acquire safety, will not be happy to
learn that we want that.
The real opportunity coming from a
weakened Russia is to make it see
that our mutual advantages lie in
negotiation. Putting pressure on a
weakened country lust leads to paranoid response and hysterical overreaction - and no country with
nuclear weapons is weak enough for
us to nag it into war with any profit to
ourselves or anyone.
God knows I never thought I would
want a Rostow back in power to
prevent war. But Reagan's people are
making the worst of the old hawks
look dreamy-eyed with love and pillowed in olive branches.
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Dr. Martin Luther King
worked against Ignorance
I am writing in response to the
article (Letters - Jan. 21,1963) dealing with Dr. Martin Luther King Day.
I am pleased that certain states in our
country have seen it fit to honor Rev.
King in proper fashion. However, Mr.
Tucci suggests that King was a leader
that "did very little" for those "human beings born with an epidermis of
the pale variety." Even if America
found it in her heart to recognize
Martin Luther King Day as a national
holiday, it couldn't possibly explain
his significance to our soceity.
Reflecting back on the 1960s we
realize that King brought the issue of
Civil Rights to our immediate attention. For the first time in our history,
American citizens understood that we
had an imperfect democracy. The
Constitution of the United States,
which represents the framework that
guides our country, claimed that all
men were created equal. Francis
Scott Key, who observed our original
quest for independence against British rule, wrote the National Anthem
which claimed America as the land of
the free. You can clearly see that Civil
Rights were already implied in this
democracy, but simply not enforced
by the leaders of this coutry. Men and
women, on the basis of skin color only,
were discriminated against and dehumanized by White America. I suggest
that this is not much of a deomocracy.
Dr. King simply protested this inKatice by leading the Civil Rights
ovement. This period of history has
since become a time that moat white
Americans would like to forget. With
all their pride, it is hard to admit that
they denied a whole segment of society their basic rights as individuals.
I believe this is the reason that Martin
Luther King Day has failed to be
recognized as a national holiday.
White Americans simply do not want
to be reminded of their ignorance.
Mr. Tucci, my closing remarks are
directed to your friends, "who cannot
believe that we get 'Nigger Day' off."
Discriminatory attitudes such as
these are what halts the progress of
society. I suggest that you replace
your ignorance with knowledge. I
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remind you that it is people like
yourself that made a fight against
slavery, and for Civil Rights, necessary in the first place. Your
thoughts surrounding Martin Luther
King Day suggest your own stupidity
and perpetuate an attitude of racial
discrimination that limits the success
of American democracy throughout
the free world.
MM MM
P.O. Box #9

Athletic Department
thanks fans for I-A
On behalf of the Bowling Green
Athletic Department and everyone
connected with our football program,
I would like to extend our thanks and
deepest gratitude to our students,

HOTEL AMERICA
r^W, WOULD YOU
TAKE AnY SIMPLE CASES
UP10 THE MILITARY-
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faculty and staff who were so instrumental in helping regain our Division
I status.
I am sure most of you are now
aware, the NCAA Classification Committee announced at the NCAA Convention in San Diego earlier this
month that six of the Mid-American
Conference schools have met the Division I qualifying criteria and as a
result the complete conference will be
re-classified Division I-A.
The MAC is one of Just nine conferences in the country in I-A, and Bowline Green State University is one of
only 104 colleges in the country with
Division I status in both MJMtbfJ
and football. This will have a far
greater impact on our total athletic
program than just the pride and recognition aspects. The effect of regaining I-A status will be felt in many
areas including NCAA severance,
financial, scheduling, and television
has been quite a year for

in
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Bowling Green athletics, your support
and help has been instrumental in
every aspect.
Thank you, Falcon Fans.
Jack C. Qragory
Athlatlc Director

News applauded for
male revue photos
I applaud the BG News and its
editor for being broad-minded enough
to run the Male Review photo page in
the Jan. J0BG News.
It's not often a feature story with
contents of such delicate nature can
be done in good taste, as I believe this
was.
I hope to see more human-interest
stories like this one in the future.
Laura B. Vlyolo
616 E. RMd.

John Ambrosovage
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Advisors say plan ahead

Career strategies important
by Tom Conklln
reporter

courage seniors to meet with them
early to discuss career goals and job
opportunities. He said last year the
The present economic system re- department held some 3,600 counselmains the lowest it has been in years, ing sessions for job-flearchers. At the
but James Galloway, director of beginning of each year, they hold
placement services at the University, informative sessions on interview
says with career planning and techniques, writing application letguidance, a graduate can still find a ters and resumes, and graduate
good job.
school.
According to Galloway, "The economic job market is the poorest it's
ALTHOUGH MOST of their work is
been in 30 years."
done with seniors, the placement offiGalloway and his staff of five en- cials open their doors to anyone, from

freshmen to alumni, and are willing to
give lectures to campus organizations, Galloway said.
One of the most rapidly growing
fields of study at the University has
been journalism. To counteract the
large demand for entrance into the
school, the Journalism department
has changed its grade point requirement to a 2.7 accumulative average or
better, Dr. Ray Laakaniemi, professor of journalism, said.
"The market is rotten, but nobody
can
in predict if it will stay that way,

CASH & CARRY
SPECIALS
$5 00

Carousel
Beauty Shop
$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

is now accepting applications for

EDITOR OF
THE BG NEWS

Term Beginning: Spring Break 1983
until Spring Break 1984
(excluding summer)

MYLE'S
FLOWERS
DAIRY QUEEN BUIDING

ATMOW

140 EAST WOOSTER
3520800

Applications Available: 106 University Hall
Deadline: 5:00 P.M., Friday, February 4

FACING R.R. TRACKS
M

W

W

Win i
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The University Division of Arts and
Sciences is sponsoring a professional
studies program, Tuesday, Feb. 8, at
6:30 p.m., in the Founders Quadrangle lounge. There will be professionals from 13 fields of study, ranging
from fashion merchandising to prelaw, to answer any questions a student might have in his particular field
of interest.

The Bowling Green State University

MIXED BOUQUETS paclrage

3REDKEN

"Usually people are very receptive
to students and like to talk about
themselves," he said.

BOARD OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

FANCY CARNATIONS dozens

with coupon
Expires 2/2/83

v •••o i* B'OKkno Srym.

LAAKANIEMI SAID a "leopard cannot change his spots because of the
economy, so a person possessing a
strong desire to pursue a career in
journalism should do the best he can
and build all the skills he can."
Although, in the past, the most
important thing for a journalism student was to get as much media expo-

sure as possible, he now believes it's
the student's grade point average that
will lead to a more prosperous career
in the field, Laakaniemi said.
Dr. Tom Wymer, professor of English, said, "a student should not
direct his career plans toward the
unstable economy. One should choose
something he likes and build from
there."
According to Wymer, one of the
most important things students can
do is to go out into the public and
speak with outside sources.
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NEXUS

he said. "If the economy turns around
- basically the automotive industry there will not be enough journalists
for jobs."
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WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

352-1539
1616E. Wooster

ARE NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
SUMMER AND FALL. WE WILL START
RENTING APARTMENTS AFTER FEB. 1st.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available.
swimming pool, and all utilities
paid, except electricity

get any 16" pizza for the price of
an identical 12" pizza.

Offer

Janurary 26-31,1983

GET A LARGE PIZZA
AT A SMALL
PRICE

OFFICE HOURS:
MON-FRI 9:00-5:00
Sat. or EVENINGS by Appointment

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

effective:

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AND NEXT FALL
•12 month lease
•9 month lease
•LOW SUMMER RATES
STOP DOWN TO OUR OFFICE
FOR A COMPLETE HOUSING
BROCHURE.
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
OFFICE HOURS Phone 352-5620 336 S. Main
8:00-5:30 MON IR1
^^SAT & SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT
A

&

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
•GET PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST
'ENHANCE YOUR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
*EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT (Subject to departmental approval)
•EARN MONEY WHILE LEARNING ON-THE -JOB
INTERESTED STUDENTS SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR THESE AVAILABLE POSITIONS:

EMPLOYE!: Ohio Parks System
POSITION: Interpreting Naturalist
QUALIFICATIONS: Spti, Jr. ma
joring in Envir. Science, Biology or
related area
PAY HATE: $J.J5/hr.
STAIT DATE: Summer A Fill

pan Stmct. Mini have JO oscrall

EMPLOYER: Accounting Firm
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFJCATIONSJr. accounting
major, 3.5 GPA

CPA. J.5 in majnr
PAV RATE: SI.00O-SI.40O/Monlh

PAY RATE: $1,000/Mont.1
START DATE: Summer * Fill

START DATE: Summer a Fall

EMPLOYER: Columbus Publicatioo
POSITION: Jornalism Ccwp
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. Sr. majoring in Engliih, Journalism, Tech
Writing
PAY RATE: N/A
STARTOATE: Summer A Fall

CtXPLOYER: Health lacrily in BG. Fremont ntl
POSITION: Two positions atariable. Nursng assistant and Transit tot
QUALIFICATION: Nursn| Assts:ani - must be BG candidate
nursing dept Translator ■ must be
bitafuil tEngltsh Spamshi
PAY RA11: SJ.JS/hr. START DATE: Swauiet

EMPLOYER: Insurance Compan,
QUALIFICATIONS: Grad. student ii Marketing or Advertising.
Must be agressive aid sell starter.
PAY RATE: $6 00/hr.
START DATE: Fall 13 Spring '84

12 EMPLOYER: Northeastern Hospital
POBTION: Marketing Coop
OUAUFKATIONS: Jrs. majoring
in marketing sales or general business
PAY RATE: J240/wk.
START MIX: SwrnmcriiFall

16 EMPLOYER: Department store,
Toledo, Ohio
POSITION: Selling, sales Retail
Sates
QUALIFICATION: Soph. or Jr.
majoring in retailing 3.0 GPA
PAY RATE: Minimum Wage
START DATE: Sununer '83

17 EMPLOYER: Manufacturing firm
iaCanton, Ohio
POSITION: Technical Writer
QUALIFICATIONS: Technical
writing major, Background in eiectrontcs helpful
PAY RATE: S7.23/hr.
START DATE: Summer 13

11

*

EMPLOYER: Ohio Industrial
Equipment Corporation
POSITION: Applications Program ror
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph. Jr St
Grad Student majoring in Coir..

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, CONSIDER IT.
IT COULD BE ONE OF THE SMARTEST
MOVES YOU'LL EVER MAKE.
Inttwwftl awudann an earswatl H> iWtwd Hw |_
January 27th - (M p.m.

of Its. program antl

EMPLOYER: Large Local Municipal Company
POSITION: Public Relations Co- op
QUALIFICATIONS: Journalism
student for Public Relations, News
releases and Photography
PAY RATE: SS.OO/hr
START DATE: Summer

13

EMPLOYER: Large manufacturer
in Consumer Goods
POSITION: Computer Science Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. with 3.0
or higher, must have cobol. Must
work 2 assignments.
PAY RATE: $1147-JI 170/Month
START DATE: Sununer

18 EMPLOYER: City Government,
New York, New York
POSITION: Management
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr or Sr.
ran NYC majoring in liber.1 studio
PAY RATE: $2,000 (Total)
START DATE: Summer '13

EMPLOYER: Urge minufaaura
in Consumer Goods
POSITION: Computer Science Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. whh 3.0
or hi|her, must have cobol. Must
work 2 assignments.
PAY RATE: $1147-$! 170 Month
START DATE: Summer

9 EMPLOYER: Large Rochester
Corp.
POSITION: Computer Science Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer
Science majors
PAY RATE: $325-343/wk.
START DATE: Summer A Fall

14
EMPLOYER: Manufacturing firm
in Findlay, Ohio
POSITION: Procurement
QUALIFICATION: Jr. or Sr.
joring in Procurement 3.0 GPA
PAY RATE: Competitive
START DATE: Fall '83

19 EMPLOYER: City Government.
New York. New York
POSITION: Cky Manager
QUALIFICATIONS: Sr. or Grad.
student majoring in Econ., Pol.
Sci., Public Admin.
PAY RATE: $8,000 (Total)
START DATE: Fall '83 - Spring '84

5 EMPLOYER: Big 8 accounting
fino
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph or Jr.
accounting major, 3.5 GPA must
be from Stark County area
PAY RATE: Competitive
START DATE: Fall 1983

10 EMPLOYER: Food

Processing
Company in New Jersey
POSITION: Food Processing Re
search
QUALIFICATION: Any major
PAY RATE: 55.00%.
START DATE: Summer

15 EM PI OVER: Direct sales firm in Toledo,
Ohio
POSITION: Direct Sales
QUALIFICATION: Student majoring in selling/sales
PAY RATE: Commission
START DATE: Summer, Fall'83

20 EMPLOYER:Florida Family
Fntenatnment Facility
POSITION: Public Relations, Restaurant
Management Co-Ops.
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph, or Jr.- majoring in PR
restaurant mgmt , business.
PAY RATE: SJ 70/hour
START DATE: Summer or Fall

THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
222 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
372-2451

If you an urn** to artand *» m—thg. O0 or Stop By

W*
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LIFE provides fitness, health
by Colleen Carroll
reporter
The Student Recreation
Center Is repeating a successful program from last
year, LIFE, this semester,

Michelle Siefke, graduate
assistant for the Student
Recreation Center, said
Monday.
According to Siefke, the
goal of LIFE (Leisure, Information, Fitness and

Evaluation) is to "promote
health and fitness on campus and at the Rec Center
by making people more
aware of their bodies.
"A new Fitness and
Evaluation test win be

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
*
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES
• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

given in the LIFE Room to
anyone in the Rec Center
wishing to participate every Monday evening between 7-10 p.m.," Siefke
added.
A sample of tests which
will be available in the
future are, "Join the computer search for your
health" on Feb. 7, and
"Define Your Level of Fitness" on April 25. The
April 25 session will mark
the conclusion of the Fitness and Evaluation portion of the LIFE program.

A few of the upcoming
activities involving campus groups are the "Racquetball Club" on March ">,
and the "Sibs Program
Premier" April 21. The
Leisure and Information
portion of the LIFE program will begin April 28,
with "Pace walking."

IN ADDITION, the program offers Leisure and
information sessions on
Thursday evenings from 6-

The home of the new
program is the LIFE
Room, located on the second floor of the Rec Center.

'Chapter Two' brings
comedy to the theater

9 p.m. The purpose of the
Leisure and Information
presentations is to "promote campus activities
and exposure of various
groups,'' Siefke said.

by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter
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Now Leasing
FOR FALL 1983

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main

East Merry Apartments - 516 E. Merry
2 Bdrm Furnished Apts features
•2 full Baths
•DISHWASHER, garbage disposal
•close to campus (across from the towers)
•$475.00/month and electric,
payable bv the semester

RIDGE MANOR - 519 Ridge Street
2 bdrm, furnished townhouses
•most units newly carpeted
•close to campus
•laundry facilities on site
•all utilities PAID

J

ICOUPONI

You're living proof
that BG News ads
are read

other listing available
352-0717

CONGRATULATIONS NEW
COLONY MEMBERS OF
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Sarah Leupp
BethMacy
Mary Ann Madormo
Linda Martens
Marie Maune
Sue McHugh
Arleen Meier
Marianne Miele
Kim Moore
Heidi Moorma
Judy Myers
Marlene Norns
Linda Olenick
Claudia Onopiak
Janet Pavasko
Linda Perez
Holly Preston
Sue Rahrig
Lisa Ramler
Debbie Rees
Beth Rolfe
Tammy Salem
Betsy Santner
Christine Scbetter
Christi Skinner
Karen St^rt
Judy Teach
Debi Yonders
Linda Birkenberger

BEST OF LUCK AS YOU BEGIN
YOUR NEW JOURNEY AT BGSU

Robert Tananis, formerly Peter Terrell of
TV's daytime drama, "The
Doctors," gave a fantastically convincing performance as George, a mild
and grieving middle-aged
man who is brought back

to life by a new romance.
Tananis made George cry
and laugh as thnngn himself feeling pain.
George's counterpart,
Jennie, played by Constance Meng, who once
played a feature role in the
made-for-TV movie "I
want to keep my baby,"
also grasped the part with
exceptional conviction.
The audience was caught
in the love affair of
;e and Jennie to the
of the appearance of
a few handkercheifs
among them.
Pamela Crosby Brown,
an accomplished actress,
brings the character Faye
to life with a sparkle of
girlish enthusiasm. In the
supporting roll, she provides several of "Chapter
Two's" many side-aching
scenes.
Leo, Paul w. Smith, also
kept the wave of laughter
in full force while lending a
very important drama sequence that tightens the
story line. Smith, a longtime radio and TV personality in Toledo, is surprisingly good in the play as
his mediocre escapades on
Toledo's airwaves preceded him on stage.
The Westgate production
of Simon's work in no way
shams the masterpiece.
Director Leslie Cutler and
Producer Jim Chapman
can be proud of their final
product.

CHOOSE YOUR LOCATION
CHARING CROSS
1017 S. Main

352-0590

LAMPLIGHT COURTS

DIANA
Diana Ross

MAUER-GREEN RENTALS
(NOW GREENBRIAR, INC.)

Rosemarie Ackerman
Sandy Amos
Melissa Aschenbach
Pam Baran
Patty Barracato
Jenny Bergan
Siobhan Campbell
Jill Castanien
Kristin Coulter
Jane Crow
Beth Crutcher
Anne Dabbelt
Connie Del Vecchio
Sue Dufek
Kim Esgro
Aimee Felder
Sharon Graven
Julie Harris
Susan Hatheway
Kelley Hecky
Ann Hof
Judy Homa
Sandy Ireland
Nancy Jimenez
Karen Kettering
Diane Kragt
Roberta Lee
Cynthia Leopold

1

The story revolves
around George Schneider,
writer of spy thriller short
novels and frustrated author of other works, who
shrugs off his brother
Leo's encouragement to
date only a few short
months after his wife's
death. George somewhat
accidentally meets Jennie
Malone, a recently divorced actress with a best
friend, Faye Medwick,
who mercilessly provokes

Ain't no moyntairr high enough
to keep you from

'Prices range $375-$500 month

224 E. Wooster

One Coupon Per Pino - Good Thru 1/31/83 |

Neil Simon's quickwitted comedy, "Chapter
Two," has brought a touch
of sophistication draped in
humor to the stage of the
Westgate Dinner Theatre.
The play, which premiered on Broadway in
1977 starring Judd Hirsch,
of TVs "Taxi," received
praise from New York critics and was nominated for
a Tony Award for Best
Play of the 1977-78 season.
Simon later wrote a
screenplay of his successful work which was released in 1980 starring his
wife, Marsha Mason, and
James Caan.
Based on Simon's reallife story of remarrying
within a year of his first
wife's death, "Chapter
Two" slips from comic hilarity to the deep, sentimental realism of a
conflicting love for both an
old and a new wife.

her to begin shopping for a
new man.
George and Jennie
r'ckly marry and immetely find difficulty as
George plays his love for
her against the love he still
feels for his departed first
wife. In the meantime, Leo
and Faye make a hilarious
rendezvous in Jennie's
abandoned apartment for
the purpose of adding excitment to their hum-drum
married lives.
While Leo and Faye's
affair somewhat misses
it's intended outcome,
George and Jennie engage
in spiteful confrontations
that appear as though they
will end their once beautifulpartnership.
The irony of the story
stems from the witty remarks exchanged by the
couple. The once sharp,
funny one-liners the two
used to discover their compatability ultimately resorts in bitter, almost
violent shouting matches
between the two.
Before the audience's
tears rounded their
cheeks, the couple managed to run out of stabbing
remarks and a happy ending was granted.

995 S. Main

352-7245

IVYWOOD
1556 Clough

352-7691

$175.00
„Fully Furnished Studio .Aparments
..... ! Limited Number Available *

CALL TODAY!

Congratulations

Reserve your seat
with UAO
'20.00 includes
transportation and ticket
March 13, 1983
Centennial Hall
Toledo
*

i
MOUNT VERNON
802 Sixth St

APARTMENTS
ARE NOW RENTING
OR FALL AND SUMMER!
•All are two bedroom units
that are richly furnished
and have loads of closet
space.
•Neat, air conditioning,
water and sewer are PAID
•Rental rates as low as
$440 per month payable
by semester are now available
Call Jim or Tim at 352-4452 or
George at 832-6015 (local)

to the new DELTA ZETA
elected and appointed officers:
SOCIAL
STANDARDS:
SONG CHAIRMAN
PICTURE
CHAIRMAN:
PRESS CHAIRMAN:
COURTESY
CHAIRMAN:
COLLONADE CLUB:
GUARDS:

Lori Beranek
Luann Heyink
Anne Moser
Laure McDevitt
Jean Dimeo
Laura Schnitzer
Karen Macosko
Denise Cappy
Sue Steggeman

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

Preferred Properties Co.
835 Hiflh St. - Rental Office

Located at New Cherrywood Health Spa

Phone 352-9378
9:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday
Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont-8th & High St.
Blrchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manvllle between 6th & 7th St.

HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
IVJbath
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Cabtovislon available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays
Special Features
STOP IN AND VISIT OUR CHERRYWOOD FACILITIES

"SEEING IS BELIEVING"
Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished 4 Unfurnished
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Tax surcharges may double
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov.
Richard Celeste, his administration facing a projected $528 million state
government deficit, may
seek to double the personal
income tax surcharge now
in effect.
Chris Sale, Celeste's top
budget adviser, said yesterday that the step is on a
list of options she has prepared for the governor.
She also raised the prospect of a spending cut for
most state agencies
amounting to 10 percent.
Celeste will review the
options and outline his decisions in an address before the House and Senate
on Feb. 1.

The state government is
saddled with a $368 million
decline in tax revenues and
expenses of $206 million
more than forecast, Sale
said. But because $48 million was brought over from
the past fiscal year, the
deficit will total $528 million by the end of the fiscal
year.
Sale, director of the Office of Budget and Management, said no quick
improvement can be expected. She said it appears
that double-digit unemployment rates will be the
norm in Ohio for two more
years.
"THE PROBLEM we're
dealing with in the next

five months is not unique to
the next five months. This
is not a hiccup. This is not
something that's going to
be finished tomorrow," she
said.
Continuation of the existing 50 percent surcharge
on the personal income tax
beyond its scheduled
March 31 expiration had
already been considered
unavoidable.
But Sale confirmed that
analysts have examined
possible increases in it and

plan follows a national trend toward sharing ballet companies.
Ballet officials say such
arrangements provide additional funding, reduce
touring costs and provide
more continuity and security for the dancers.
"This isn't a flash in the
pan," Thomas Moore,
board president of the Cincinnati Ballet, said. "It's
part of an overall plan to
make Cincinnati a top
company over the long
haul... by going into a
new area with potential
and sharing our wealth."
The Cincinnati-New Orleans arrangement is unusual in its attempt to
develop local loyalties in
both cities and its dual
support structure, according to Cincinnati Ballet
General Manager James

She said the corporate
franchise tax cannot be
dealt with on a short-term
basis and the sales tax is
probably already too high.
Sale said a possible increase of 100 percent in the
income tax surcharge had
been considered as one of
several options, but she

based on their husbands'
salaries or pensions.
Clare, a former faculty
wife at the University of
Michigan, formed a group
called Divorce After 60
while trying to adjust to
the breakup of her own
four-year marriage. As she
moved along an uncharted
course, she discovered that
little research had been
done into the problems of
divorce in later life. Clare
also found that there were
almost no counseling programs to help older people
cope.
Her group is one of only a
few in the country. It provides support and information on such problems as
adult children and grandchildren, pensions, community resources, legal
processes and having an
attorney.
"Divorce at this age was
almost unheard of until
recently," Clare said.
Although specific government statistics aren't
kept on divorces in the
over-60 category, figures

GLANCE

Baby turned away by parents

Sale said the options presented to Celeste provide
for erasing the red ink with
up to $300 million in spending cuts.

LANSING, Mich. (AP) A custody hearing is scheduled for Thursday in the
case of an infant born with
a birth defect to a surrogate mother, and officials
said the baby might be put
up for adoption.
Now in a foster home,

In addition, the administration is considering layoffs of state employees and
imposing a four-day work
week. Those steps and others would require legislative approval.

Late divorces increase

TOLEDO (AP) - After four
decades, after the children
are grown and gone and
the mortgage is paid, after
bifocals and bridgework
and retirement talk, an
increasing number of cou"What it requires is get- ples are getting divorced.
Seldom is the decision
ting over the idea of provincialism," Edgy said. mutual. Rarely is it with"Basically, the question is outpain.
The experience is devwhether the product is any
astating for most, accordgood.
ing to Patty Clare, a 69!ear-old divorcee and
"If we can go to New
minder of a support group
Orleans and make the city
feel the presence of ballet for people "whose golden
as a year-round activity, Cears have been tarnished
y broken marriages."
as it is in Cincinnati, and
"Late-life divorce is an
show that a company can
be truly owned by two cit- increasing affliction of old
ies, then both will have a age," Clare, of Ann Arbor,
r'ity of dance that nei-Mich., said. "Especially
of them could afford for pensionless women."
Few divorcees older
alone."
than 60 have worked outMoore said each board side the home during their
would have its own budget married years, Clare says.
Most have little chance
and be responsible for investing its own surplus or for employment. Many are
covering its debts. Ex- left without adequate
penses would be split be- means and health care between the two cities on a cause their income and
health-care benefits were
percentage basis.
The ballet will perform
in New Orleans for about
five weeks next season,
slightly less often than its
current seven-week touraschedule. The company
dance in New Orleans'
2,60O«eat Performing Arts
Center.
Moore said Cincinnati
will remain the company's
first home.

A

shied away from calling it
a recommendation.

Golden-agers lonely

Ballet relocates
in New Orleans
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Cincinnati Ballet Company
has found a second home
and title in New Orleans.
The Cincinnati company
has agreed to double as the
New Orleans Ballet for five
weeks next season in a
move to cut costs and imve the quality of danc-

the public utility tax because they are the only
revenue sources from
which income is immediately available.

AT

indicate that there are
about 100,000 divorces
among those older than 55
each year.
Some states, like Ohio,
do not break down divorces
by age group. But Lucas
County Domestic Relations Judge June Rose Galvin says divorces
the elderly are "more i
more common."
Clare said most often it
is the husbands who want
out, even in cases where
the wife filed for divorce.
"You thought you would
have a companion in old
age," Clare said. "Some of
us had never really been
alone before. And it's a
different kind of aloneness
when someone has done
this to you deliberately."

the baby boy has been reKled by the Middle Vile, N.Y., man who hired
a I arising woman to be
artificially inseminated
and to bear bis baby. The
man, Alexander Malahoff,
doesn't want the baby because he said blood tests

prove be is not the biological father.
Judy Stiver, 26, who was
hired to bear the child under a 810,000 contract, also
says she and her husband,
Ray, 41, do not want the
child.

Mead takes first loss this century
DAYTON (AP)- Mead
Corp. on Tuesday reported
that preliminary figures
showed a loss of $85.8 million in 1982, and the company said it may well be
the first annual loss in its
history.

Mead spokesman Tom
Hausman said a check of
company records dating to
early this century failed to
show any previous year
when a loss occurred.
"It's certainly the larg-

est loss," he said.
The loss, on sales of $2.7
billion, amounted to $3.29
per share, the company
said.
Of the per-share loss,
Mead said 86 cents was
from operations.

The trails are terrific, the
scenery's spectacular, the
nightlife is super, the
food's great, and the people are warm. Michigan.
The perfect place for you
and your cross-country
skis to get away to. For
snow and ski conditions,
call our 24-hour toll-free
number.

Kick
up your
skis in

Michigan*

>80f>248'5708

Say \fes to Michigan!

SUPERBOWL
SUNDAY
FREE MUNCHIES DURING THE GAME!

REAL Collegians I
go to

PERMS $30.00
(INCLUDES HAIRCUT)
IrtSff FOR MMDY OR RONl
ROMAN'S HAIR DESIGNERS
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107
.___ PLEASE PRESENT THISAD____

PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
741 HIGH ST.

731 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST

ION LEASINB FOR SUMMER ft FUL 1983
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpeted
•Food Waste Disposel«Bsth and 1/2
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays
•Gas Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Gas Range-Landlord Pays
—RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)***
'SPECIAL FEATURES*
•CaWsvlslon Available 'Patios and Balconies
•Largo Closet Spece
'Soundproofing
•9 or 12 Month Lease
'Plenty of Ample Parking
'Laundry Facilities In Buildings

CMEIIVWM0 HEALTH VI
Complete FacliltlM tor man and woman
•Hydro^pa Whirlpool
'Indoor Heated Pool
•Mate* Sauna
'Sun Lamps
•Shower Maseaoe
•Newly Built
•Complete Exeralce Equipment
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRY WOOD SPA
'Proteaslonally qualified Instructors and atari
•Outside Recreation
'Lounge/Snack Bar
•Consultation
•Open 7 Days A Week

DAYTONA
for Spring Break
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES!
Spend your spring break
at the Plaza Hotel directly located
on the glorious shores of Daytona Beach
'185.00/person - six person room
(must sign up in 6)
$

199.00/person-four person room
'50 deposit due upon sign-up
Final payment due March 1
call UAO 2-2343
,

Buses are filling rapidly!
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Pikul has 'beat the odds* in hockey career
by Tracy Colllna
sports reporter

As the waves of consciousness
leave Bowling Green hockey defenseman Mike Pikul at night, a
nightmare of a 1961-82 season must
come back to haunt him:

BG News Photos/Patrick Sandor

Bowling Graan's Mike Plkul (5) In action
at tha lea Arana.

Falcon grid awards given
Members of the 1982 Mid-American
Conference Champion Bowling Green
football team were honored at the
fourth annual Falcon Football Bust in
the Grand Ballroom of the University
Union, last Saturday.
The coaches' Award, which is presented annually to the player with an
outstanding attitude toward Falcon
football went to senior offensive
tackle Rick Deutsch.
The Carlos Jackson Memorial
Award, which is named in honor of the
late Carlos Jackson, a former Falcon
player and coach, is presented annually to a player who makes a contribution to the team in areas of
leadership, effort and inspiration.
This year's recepient of the Memorial Award was senior linebacker
Terry Gyetvai who was a three-year
starter at linebacker, led the Falcons
in tackles this season and was elected
as one of the team's tri-captains.
The President's Award is presented
annually to the player who best combines athletic and academic excelyear'ss recipient la
is aeiuui
senior
lence. This
irus year
offensive tackle Dave Hagaman. Ha-

gaman was a two-year starter, majoring in pre-med with a 3.61 academic
average.
THE DOYT L. Perry Award, which
is named in honor of the Falcons'
former coaching great and athletic
director, is given annually to a distinguished contributor to the BG football
program. This year's recipient was
Ken Schoeni. An administrative assistant to the athletic director, Schoeni
has supervised the athletic maintenance department for the last 18
years.
Other special awards were the Most
Valuable Player and Captains
Awsrds
The MVP Award, which was voted
by the members of th team must prior
to the California Bowl, wnet to defensive tackle Andre Young. Young
also received a trophy for being
named to the Kodak all-American
team, and the Ohio Company Player
of the Year award as voted by a local
media panel.
The captains' awards were presented v»
to Young,
and •>«■•«»•
senior
sou™
iww Gyetvai
>■;»"" =""
wide receiver ShawnPotts._

• October 18, 1981: With less than a
minute to go in a tie game, one of
Pikul's best as a Falcon, he steps
forward to keep the puck in the North
Dakota zone when It hits a bump in
the ice - something no one could have
seen - and bounces over his stick.
Picking up the puck is UNO's star
forward, Phil Sykes, who takes it
down the ice, beating goaltender Mike
David (Pikul's roommate) for the
breakaway goal.
• December 18,1981: During a /<W
BG win, Pikul collides with a Miami
player, who goes down in front of
Pikul, tripping him. Instead of falling
normally, Pikul's skate sticks to a
crease in the ice - something no one
could have seen - and he suffers a
pulled left groin, giving him a painful
remembrance of hockey for
Christmas break.
• Early January, 1982: After a
break for rest and nursing, Pikul is
prepared to rejoin the team in time
for a January 8 road game with
Northern Michigan. Skating a line
drill, Pikul's skate again sacks in a
crease in the ice- again something no
one could have seen -and he reinjures
the groin muscle, this time more
severely.
During the remainder of the season, there was little balance in Pikul's
play. He was the equivalent of basketball's sixth man when speaking of the
Falcon defensemen. With the de-

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

What does Western Michigan's
women's basketball team have going
for it? To put it bluntly - not very
much.
First-year Bronco head coach Jim
Hess brings a winless (0-6) MidAmerican Conference record into Anderson Arena tonight for a 5:30 p.m.
matchup with Bowling Green. The
Falcons hold a 3-3 league mark and
are tied for fifth place with Northern
niliuJa
murom.

I
I

POTATO CHIPS 69'
l
I 6 1/2 oz. bag
I Seyferts

I

RACKETEERS

v DAIRY QUEEN BUIDING

FACING R.R. TRACKS

TIMIR
IftFAOTHIFUL
1KUY-- -

In the team defense field, WMU is
just as hapless as its offense, giving
up an average of 71.2 ppg. Team
defense is BG s strong factor as they
hold the number three spot in the
league (62.9 ppg).

In the team offense bracket the
Broncos occupy the number eight
position scoring in the MAC at an
average of 66.9 ppg. - a full 11 points
behind the top conference mark of
NTU but one ahead of the slumping
Falcons.

FALCON COACH Kathy Bole said
she is not expecting a blow-out tonight
because she feels WMU has the talent
to win but has not put it together yet
this season.
Another reason why it may be a
close contest is the fact that BG either
needs a larger basket or a better

much difference. He was the catalyst
for their team."
CHANGING FROM THE Bobby
Orr mold was the first transition
Pikul had to make when coming to
Bowling Green.
"Before I came here, I was really
just an offensive defenseman," Pikul
said. "When I came here, Coach York
stressed defense. Now I work on my
defense and let my offense take care
of itself. With that Injury I had, I don't
think I could have carried the puck
anyhow."
Besides overcoming any defensive
deficiencies, Pikul has also overcome
an obvious lack of size. He is five-footnine, 180 pounds - a size which was
magnified when he skated alongside
all-American Brian MacLellan (6-3,
215) last season.
"I never really take my size into
account," Pikul said. "As far as getting outmuscled, it doesn't happen as
much as it did my freshman year."
"There is a lot of talk about his size
and whether or not he is big enough to
play in this league, but if you watch
him game in and game out, that's not
a problem." David said. "He is a good
open ice checker."
Pikul said his size can work either
for him or against him, depending on
the situation. The disadvantage
comes in moving a large forward out
of the crease, while the advantage
comes in ducking under checks along
the board.
"You can't really let it hinder you,"
Pikulsaid. "You don't adjust, you just
play with it."
"You would have to be mentally
tough, and he is," Wilson said. "He
never backs down from anyone. He's
good in a pressure situation - he
always comes to play."

I

"The shooting has got to come
around," Bole said. "I don't think it
can stay this low. I think we need to
establish whose area is under the
basket. We need to play like we are
capable of playing."

1 club h • • • 2K)n. main k-/
•PARTY WITH

APPEARING JAN.

SEE US FOR YOUR 1983-1984
HOUSING NEEDS

J

shooting percentage. Chances are
slim that the Falcons will be granted
the extension on the bucket size, so
they need to return to the good old
days (earlier in the season) when they
were shooting at a normal mark. But
recently BG has been hit by a cold
storm of poor shooting.

(HOWARD'S

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY OF
LIVING UNITS FROM APARTMENTS TO
HOUSES, SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE

$1.49
12 oz.
6 pk. cans

WMU is led by five-foot-10 sophomore Vicky Musky with a 14.1 points
per game average and 6.3 rebound
clip. Musky has a below-par shooting
percentage of .363, though. Bronco
senior forward Sheri Wegner has a
13.2 ppg. average.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

\

59*

biggest thing we have going for us is
the communication we nave with each
other out there."
Wilson echoed the praise Pikul had
bestowed on him.
"He talks to his partner a lot - he's
always talking out there," Wilson
said. "He uses his partner a lot in a
game. When we're breaking out of our
zone, I seem to get the puck a lot
more. He's also very smart with the
puck on the offensive blue line.
"You can always count on him
being there when you need him."
Besides the communication Pikul
stresses, he also has the confidence of
his teammates, especially David, who
played with Pikul during their junior
years at St. Michael's Metro Junior B
team in Toronto.
"HE'S ONE OF the top defensemen
on this team," David said. "He can
anticipate the play really well. He's
always been a leader on the ice and
off. He was my captain when we
played together at St. Mike's."
David said that rooming with a
player whose mistakes often lead to
goals-against is never a problem.
"We never carry that off the ice,"
he said. "That's going to happen.
That's what the game's all about people are going to make mistakes. I
never lock him out of the apartment."
Defense was not Pikul's forte when
he played in the junior leagues. During his final season, he scored 75
points to earn his team's Most Valuable Player award.
One player who remember's Pikul's prowess in juniors is John
Samanski.
"They recruited me here after Wilkie (former assistant Bill Wilkinson)
went up to scout Mike Pikul's team,"
Samanski said. "They killed us, 9-1.1
got our only goal, but that didn't make

BG women eagers ready for hapless WMU Broncos

l Seyferts

PRETZELS

fensive lines of Garry Galley-Barry
Mills and Brian MacLellan-Wayne
Wilson intact, Pikul filled in when and
where he was needed - to give a rest
to another, to kill a penalty, to relieve
a struggling teammate. He was the
odd-man out in a four-man defensive
corp.
'1 started the year out all right, but
then I got the injury, and I couldn't
skate a regular shift," Pikul said.
"The injury altered my skating a bit.
When I injured it the second tune, I
don't know if it was because I came
back too soon or what it was. I thought
I could be doing more, but they just
told me I needed rest.
"WHEN SOMETHING like that
happens, you just have to sit on the
sideline and pull for the rest of the
team."
The autumn of 1962 brought with it
a factor in Pikul's game that was
missing the previous season in the
wake of those injuries - confidence. It
was the confidence he had his freshman year, when he was voted the
team s Most Outstanding Defenseman, and was the team s fifth
leading scorer.
The 1962-43 season also brought
with it a new linemate, Wayne Wilson,
one of the team's best defensive defensemen.
"My freshman year - in training
camp - I played with Wayne, and ft
was the same last year," Pikul said.
"Both years, he (BG coach Jerry
York) split us up. Each year I felt I
liked playing with Wayne, and I think
he liked playing with me also.
"IF I MAKE a defensive mistake, I
know he will be there to help me out.
It's the same when I make a mistake
in the offensive zone. And I know that
he feels that if he makes a mistake,
I'll be there to help him out. The

27-29

•THURSDAY DRAFT
•FRIDAY CANADIAN NIGHT

TALK TO OUR SATISFIED TENANT :
ABOUT OUR DEPENDABILITY!
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE YOU CAN
COUNT ON.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster

P
THE
&
r Cth
5 ANNUAL

OFFICE HOURS (0FFICE CL0SE TO CAMPUS) CALL ANYTIME
MON-FRI 8:30-5:30
354-2260 or 352-6553
.DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS •_

The Brothers of

Delta Tau Delta
would like to congratulate
their new officers and chairman

SI

I
Q

President
Vice-President

Saw*20
on Sil.ulinm College Rings.
With the price ol line lewelry
today, it's good to know that a jewelry-quality Siladium ring is now
more affordable than ever Save—
and choose from a variety of
beautiful styles Then personalize
your ring with custom options that
express your tastes, your interests, your achievements
J«n. 28-28

Tima

10-4

Every fine Siladium ring is
crafted with careful attention to
detail, and backed by the
ArtCarved Full Ulelime Warranty.
Now. at these special savings, the
value is exceptional! Don't miss
this opportunity to get a beautiful
buy on a fine Siladium ring. Visit
the ArtCarved Ring Table soon
p^,, Urtvaralty Bootatore

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted

/IKR^IPVEDT
^.cuesRwosmc.

Student Ssrvtcea BuHng
Houra: Monday - Friday
8:00-5:00
Saturday
_t_
9:00-6:00

s
R
s

Sa*

Treasurer
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Asst. Treasurer
House Guide
Publk Relations
House Manager
Rush
Asst. Rush
Social
Social
Athletic
Athletic

Internal Events
External Events
Community Service
Scholarship
Alumni
I.F.C. Rep.
Miller Can

Todd Fogal
Kevin Prendergast
Rick Miller
Jim Vedda
Terry Zeigler
Doug Echler
Mike Hofricter
Neil Walsh
Gary Wiles
Joe Gdowik
Jeff Insell
Doug Canovas
Greg Vohz
Mike Varrichio
Jim Weybrecht
Shannon Markey
Tom Hitchcock
Jim Cordiak
Brett Kunar
Dave Foley
Dave Barton
Hank Hale

And a special thank you to all the old Officers and
Chairmen for a Job well done!

I
I

i

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Mid Am Manor
Third & Fourth Streets
• Two Bedroom, furnished
$400/month
• Two bedroom, unfurnished
$355/month
• Gas heat, water & cooking FREE
Laundry facilities available
Air Conditioned

Charkstown
.

o

l/ELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS • DELTS .

Scott Hamilton St.
• Two bedroom unfurnished
S3207month for mature adults,
graduates, married couples.
• GUARANTEED QUIET
• Gas heat and water FREE
352-438010:30 AM - 3:00 PM
352-7361 4:00 PM • 8:00 PM
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Jenkins delivered knockout blow at MCI
to savor the important conquest of
the Redskins, though, as they return to the hardcourt tonight at 8
601. to face Western Michigan (2-4
the MAC, 4-12 overall) in Anderson Arena.
BG cannot afford to take the
Broncos lightly. Thought to be a

by Joe Menzer
sports reporter

OXFORD - BG's David Jenkins
is not the type of person who would
audition for the lead role opposite
Sylvester Stallone in Rocky IV.
But in the beat of battle on the
basketball court, last Saturday at
Miami's Millett Hall, Jenkins engaged in a brief scuffle with the
Redskins' Tony Lehman.
The encounter between Jenkins
- Bowling Green's 6-foot-5 leading
scorer - and Lehman - MU's 6-7
bruiser - seemed to ignite the Falcons in what ultimately was a 58-43
victory over the Redskins.
It was BG's first win at Millett
Hall in eight years, as the Falcons
remained in first place in the MidAmerican Conference with a 5-1
league mark. Now 10-5 overall, BG
remains tied with Ohio University
for the MAC'S top spot. The
Redskins dropped to 4-2 in the
conference, 7-8 overall.
"THIS IS the only place in the
conference where I had never won
on the road," said an ecstatic John
Weinert, who is in his seventh
season as BG's coach, after Saturday's game. "This will be the nicest bus trip I've had back from
Miami in a long time."
The Falcons have had little time

David Jenkins

certain league doormat before the
season began, WMU has come up
with a few surprises - like last
Saturday's 44-42 defeat of Central
Michigan in Kalamazoo, Mich. The
Falcons must win tonight to keep

CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA PHI
NEOPHYTESi WERE SO PROUD
OF ALL OF YOUI MAY THIS WEEK
BE A SPECIAL INSPIRATION FOR
YOU. WE CANT WAIT TO WELCOME YOU INTO THE BONDS OF
SISTERHOOD' ALPHA PHI LOVE.
THE ACTIVES.

CLASSIFIEDS
WU TYPE Oeaertations. These,.
Papers, etc Cal 362 0835.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Attention Education Majora! Thar*
Is a maatlng tonight al 8:00 p.m. In
121 Waal Hall. Mr. Dan Ron aria ba
spooHno, on Intsmewing. SHEA.
Recquetbell Club Upcoming Events
Maatlng: Wad. Jan. 20 at 0:00 p.m.
In lit South Hall. OU jieel on the
2tth and lha laddara treezo on the
27HI

Astrology charts drawn and interpreted Cal 354-1357
Mufflers sTOtalaiHow aa $19 95
Wei meet or beat any written estimate Don't pay morei" Cal 3541278 lor FREE estimate' BG Muffler
Center 11055 Bowing Green Rd

Thara wfl ba a law society meeting
lonight al 7:00 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge (Union-Second Floor). Al
rrleiootod please attend
There wM be an International Relations Association meeting Jan 20 at
5 30 m Rm 200 Moeery
II re «* be a sloe lecture by Jack
Sera longht at 7 30 pm al lha
School ol Art room 204 Seoul ol
Korea

ADPI New Acttvea-Congratulations.
you guys are reeky greet It's glad to
have you m the lul bonds ol sisterhood' L&LThe sisters

LOST AMI- FOUND

Jamie Nalhenson-Congratuailiona on
being awarded 6th place in the Slate
Forensic Competition' Your Alpha phi
aartora are very proud ol you'

Ccvxjratutations Chria Cracovia on
your Delta Gemma-Sigma Chi pinning
to Doug' Love, Your Delta Gamma
Sisters

Janet Bryeon-Your Delta Gamma Sisfore wfah you a big congratulations on
your (Miemi) Delta Tau Dana tavaaermg lo Steve

Debbie and Sloan-We are glad that
you are both on the rood to recovery
love, your Delta Zeta Solera

KARYNN Thanke lor being a good
friend and lor always being there I
hope your 20th wi be a special one
Mary Kyle
Congratutattons on your engagement
10 MM Tel Mfte to be on ho Toea
next eme he decides to drop in and
vtatt us. Love The Brothers ol Lambda
Chi

OELTA UPSILON
UL SIS RUSH
WED.—7:00 p.m.

PERSONAL

DM you wish '!
a happy 23rd birthday today7
Don't Forget!!

Edle Beaer Conoraluletiorie on your
Alpha Phi-Kappa Sigma levalenng to
Crag1 We're so happy lor you' Love,
your asjlors
E Flat Abo Sax King LeMeiro MINT
condition only $228.00 372-0107.

"Frankley I'd rather
Charles "-Oedipua

LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS
Profeealonal Word Processing
CM Jan 353-9121

Ccngrahaulcns Mark WVJa. lor be
coming the feature editor lor the
Pavel The Brothers of ATO

Need some typing done? n do your
typing with only 38 houra notice
75vpage Cal me. Debbie 3534435

CenevatuMsone Unda on your engaganient to Dave. We wish you the
beat In Ihe futurel With Love, The
ilsliri ol Alpha XI Doha.

be

Ray

MI

SENO THE ONE'S
YOU LOVE A SPECIAL
VALENTINE MESSAGE
IN THE BO NEWS, FRI. FE8 11
DEADLINE: WED. FEB. 9. 4 P.M.

NEED A BREAK?
00 TO BUTTONS
THURSDAY NITE
BUSES LEAVE UNION OVAL
0:00,1:45, 9:30
BE ABUTTONI

GREG. GO FOR THE WORTHfvOTON GIRL ANO YOU SAO YOU
WERE STUDYING AT THE UBRARV

The Women's Center
31 SO Student Services MaaVej
372-22*1

intaVststod

The alsters ol Ooaa Gamma wash
Kesey Mahoney a specxsl conoratuletions on bar pinnnrj lo Jim Go lor
those man ol Atoon Coteflo'
THE TANNING CENTER.
143 W WOOSTER 20 VISITS-835.
10VtSITS-S20

s

354-1001
■

Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagel* *

Tna Oetawey 3I2-4U2

1 F rrnte. $100/mo lo shore 4
bdrm hoe CM 384-1843 or 303 E
Many.
1 F PA4TE NEEDED FOR 2 PER
SON APT CALL FOR INFO AT 3528842
M. rmte needed for Spr Som S120
mo and elect CM 352-5007
1 F RMTE NEEDED RENT NEG
CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 3523818

Accousltc Guitar with Fen Lined
Caae 8 steel string Superb Conditip" 3 vis 040 Phone 352 2915
Stereo Superb Condition' Sears
AM/FM Stereo* 8 frock System Turntable, heodphuivfl lock. 2 speakers
Rarely used Phone352-29l5 anybme W dekver wrthin the BG area

FOR RENT

1 F. rmte Spring Som 2 bdrm . 2
bathe Very close lo campus CM
352-3307

To the gentlemen of SAE el 5 30 the
dinner be! rings! We're looking lor
ward to dining with you' The ladies ol
Alpha Gemma Delia

2*7-3*41.

Avail mmod" 2 bdrm apt S225'mo
1 uMbMNo pots, deposit pteoae
Sen»lurnlahod 352 4265

HELP WANTED

Country Home. Unlurrxshed not modam 12 moo laose CM 352-7050

V squared n»nua v equals P cubed
You threw over Ratonie lor Man
BG'

Bar-WaHraea needed Toledo area
Must be 21 or over Have niseis
uansportton Must be neet and attractive CM Depnne at 352-1917 between 200-5:00 or apply M
Spankys-Southwyck Uaa-meide ol
OBTovma

IMMED Occupancy, kj remodeled 2
bdrm apt Ouktl BG resident*
area. Stove, refng . utl rid . $295
354-3961. 9-5
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983
213 bdrm Houses 1 12 bdrm apta
Elfcktnciea. loo' CM 352-4265

THE LINK is now accepting appaca
tone for volunteers Oeodono la Jon
31 CM 352-5387 for more mfo We
w* tram you n arnenjoncy couneeltng akaa and commurely helping
ayonctoe Pont delay do it today

Now renting for 83-84 school year.
Houses and apartments Boggs Roe!
Estate 352-9457. 352-8917. 3541120
Room for Rent Al unities Paid
mqunes 440 E. Court.

WE-NESS AWARDS ARE C0MINOIII WE-NESS AWARDS ARE
COMWGIII WE-NESS AWARD*
ARE COMNOIII

CALL AMD WISH RON HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TODAY 358-7055.
Need some typmg done'' ll do typing
wan only 38 hrs notice 7S*'page
CM mo, Dabbee 353-4435

F rmte Pay Wee coy $l24/mo
Campus Manor 352-1988
1 student needed for 5 bdrm house
Spring Semester 319 Pike St 1-

FOR SALE
Lao-Paul cuetom guitar Exceeent
$885 w/ceae t -424-0553
SCUBA EQUIPMENT
CHEAP"'
CM 353-Q984 after 8:00 p m
5 PIECE WHITE LUDWKJ DRUM SET
TAMA HARDWARE O.C. 8000
382-2784
Stereo lor Sole. Technica 20W Receiver, RaaoWc 8 Bond Equalzar
Linear dynamics 3-way speakers
S220 Tony 372-4553
MOBILE HOME 12x50. 1973 Exceesct conation CM 352-8808
after 4:00

Guitars and Ampa Buy. Sei. Trade
PABST BLUE RIBBON OAYTONA
Jen's Gukar 130 E Woooter
BEACH SPRING BREAK TRIP —
382-8812
1188—8 MAN ROOM, 8188—4 MAN
P A. Eouttment lor sale or rant
ROOM. CALL MIKE AT 352-0182
Jena Gutar 130 E Wooatar
FOR MORE INFO. WHY PAY MOKE
352-8812
FOR LESS?
________

«

r$

Freeh Doughnuts Delivered

HOUSE FOR SALE Handy to BGSU
churches restaurants & shopping
1104 E Wooster SI * a nice 3
bdrm home, new carpeting, lul
baeament. garage- a grand starter
home' CM Martyn McKeever. 352 •
5508
NEWLOVE REALTY INC
362-5181

TONY: THANKS FOR A FUN TIME
FRIDAY NkJHTI HAPPY 20tti BIRTHDAY BABY' CAN'T WAIT TO
ROAR...LET'S MAKE IT A POINT OF
REMEMBERING THE ENTIRE
WOHTII LOVE. LAURA, ABSY, 8
KELLY.

Bowling Green SUNBATHERS'
SPRaNGBREAK FLORIDA trip lo FT
Laudardato or KEY WEST 8 beech
days. 7 ragnts lodging, m trie hoteta
"on the strip", pkjs rxghtly parbee
from $125
Cal 800 388-2008
TOLL FREE! Ask lor Annette Go with
trienda or orgerue a smal group and
aunaaane for FREE'

1448 E. Wooster St.
Behind Finder's East
Hours M-F 8-10 Sal. A Sun. 9-|0

Expe-OB 1/29/83

There wi be a law society moating
torxght at 7 00 p.m In the Faculty
Lounge (Unon Second lloor) Al Interested please attend

Surprise a friend with a Mortar Board
coke For birthdays or any special
occasion Personal delivery. Cc* 22151

I*

Preaenl me coupon

WANTED

ALL SWIM SUITS JOS OFF
All SHOES 20H OFF
LAKE ERIE SPORTS

Buy one Brownie I
Get one Free
f
■

ACOFA.

The brothers of ATO welcome Ihe
sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma lo
lha campus and our Greek Syetem.

SIGMA NU PAJAMA DATE PARTY
HAVE YOU BEEN ASKED YET?
JANUARY 29

ca
to

davs of work out of this team.

Send a IkeTuuiiauraiii on Ground
Hog Day The ootoonrnan 352
8081

Who could It ba knocking at your
door? 'Go Away—Leave ua Alone!'
J.W.

JACK'S
BAKERY

against Washington with a 24-7 exhibition victory. They would like nothing
more than to end it that way.
Quarterback David Woodley was
asked whether his Dolphins might
have an edge because Washington
hasn't played any American Conference teams this season, while Miami
played Tampa Bay and Minnesota of
the National Conference.
"I don't know how much that's
going to matter, but I don't think they
are in for any surprises. We played
them last year (Miami won 13-10) and
in the preseason this year, so it's not
like we're total strangers, be said.
"I remember Miami's balanced
offense," Washington Coach Joe
Gibbs said. "That and that their outside receivers really killed us last
(•ear," when Woodley passed for 296
'aids. "They are well coached and
>ave a toughness about them that
makes them hard to beat."
They are coached by Don Shula,
who has the highest winning percentage of any active NFL coach and
trails only Dallas' Tom Landry in
victories among active coaches.
"It's Just a matter of us gearing up
for one more game," said linebacker
A.J. Dune. "We've got seven more
days of work. I don't think there will
be any problems getting seven more

Thanke 10 my roomiee IGiterwomen.
Shrews. Murt and Yodgooo), lo my
neighbors end friends (you too. J.P.fthank you tor the surprise pony
I NEVER whet?' And Lyte. my beat
friend and boner halt-one surprise
deserved anolhor-LLL Unda

Slg Epa Thanks lor the Great Tea on
Friday Love. The sisters ol Delta
Zeta
^

Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake) Bagel:

i

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Ten years ago
it was the end of a perfect season.
This time it could be the perfect end to
an imperfect season.
In 1972, the Miami Dolphins became
the first team to post an unbeaten
record in a 14-game season. They
embellished that record with playoff
victories over Cleveland and Pittsburgh and crowned it on Jan. 14,1973,
in Los Angeles with a 14-7 triumph
over the Washington Redskins in Super Bowl VII.
Next Sunday, in nearby Pasadena,
the Dolphins go gunning for the
Redskins again in Super Bowl XVII,
the climax to a strike-wracked season.
Miami's starting left guard, Bob
Kuechenberg, is one of the two remaining active Dolphins from that
championship season of a decade ago,
the other being reserve defensive end
Vern Den Herder.
"We just had the 10-year reunion
last month," Kuechenberg said of
that Dec. 18 gathering in the Orange
Bowl, the day the Dolphins won 20-19
for the second of its three victories
over New York this season. "We beat
the Jets and then went up and saw all
the old-timers. Now we've got a reunion with the Redskins. It's uncanny,
when you think about it"
THE DOLPHINS began 1982

Whore to go when you're in a RUSH*
Meal the Brother's ol Pi Kappa Phi.
Thin Jan 27, et Ihe Delta Gamma
house. RUSH-PI Kappa
RUSH ■ Pi Kappa.

SYB SYB SYB SYB
BIGGEST, BESTEST PARTY
FEB. 4th STARTING AT 8:00
ALL SYB'ERS AND QUEST MUST
ATTEND!! IT WILL BE FUN!!
IF BEWILDERED, CALL RICH AT 25905

NEXT-TC—NEW SHOP
Clothing A houaewaroa priced low
Open Tuaa 10-4pm 8 Fn 1-7pm
St. Afayalua School 2nd tloor

We encourage mxfmti who art ryrnpetheoc to one concerns of women and nave
farniuarfty *ftn
familiar**
vsrttfi and under]
ytaaVeToaaWeaWi of women/1 Issues to apply for the Women for
WomuMpoftmxtH potUon
pc4Hon on ACGFA

I

RUSH DU UL SIS
WED -7:00 p m
Acroaa from aprary

MANAGEMENT CLUB MEETING
COME HEAR DR. RICHARD CONRAD, DIRECTOR OF COMPUTER
SERVICES IN ROOM 111 SOUTH
HALL AT 8.-00 ON MONDAY. JAN.
SI.

Sigma Nua
Gel your dates
The Sigma nu pajama data party
is fust three daya away

CALL PCMI AFTUCAHTS MM WOMIN FOR WOMINSFONSORKO POSITION ON AD VISOfTV COMMITT» ON
GINIRAL FH ALLOCATION (ACGFAJ*

Return the erjpecaoon form by Monday, January 31

RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTAI
RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DEI TA

LOOK FOR THE FIRST EDITION OF
THE QAVEL SUNDAY. FEB. 9. AD
VeWIUMQ DEADLINE; FRIDAY,
JAN. 20 CALL BRENDA AT 3722*40 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

FREE INCENSE! For your tree earnpis supply 8 catalog rush a selladdressee stamped long envelope
10 Oasis Incense Co. Box 4305BO.
Kanaas City, K8 08104

CONGRATS TO AL AND KID ON
YOUR PHI PSI LAVADERINO' WE
WBH YOU MUCH HAPPINESS
BATMAN AND RO—L

SERVICES OFFERED

RUSH AOD RUSH AOD RUSH AOD!
RUSH AOD RUSH AOD RUSH AOD!
RUSH AOD RUSH AOD RUSH AOD!

IX SIS RUSH
DELTA UPSILON
WED 7 00pm

FEEJ.
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING
CHOSEN PLEOGE TRAINER
I
KNOW YOU'LL DO A GREAT JOB'
GOOD LUCK!' LOVE SHERRY

Beth. I can't thank you enough for
being so understanding, and especially for being so loving. Love.
Jehu.

FOUND-a brown, mitten at 309 Hejfl
SI Apt on approx 1/17/83 Cat
352 4062

RENEE. I hope your 20th Year bungs
you nothing but good memories
LOVE ALWAYS YOUR ROOMIE

Lamda Cts'a: Thanke for the tun leal
Friday night You guys are terrtfle!
Love, the Slaters ol Kappa Delta

Alpha XI Neophytes: You guys have
done a lerrttlc fob. Your sitters are
very proud ol you. Keep up the
— gnat wort.Tt won't be much longer
■ you are active tftmljeri of our
sorority. With Lara, The sisters ol
Alpha XI Doha.

WRONG COAT PICK UP AT GRAND
BALLROOM FRIDAY NIOHT. CHECK
INITIALS IN LABEL CALL 352-4591

Roach lor the skies with Kappa Delia'
Spring Rush Fab 1 2.19 7-8 : 0
Col house at 372-2871 lor mo >
into.

SSHL

ALL SWIM SUITS 90S OFF
ALL SHOES 20S OFF
LAKE ERIE SPOUTS ■

REWARD tor a 'Missing/ Dark Green
Parka and Bright Red Scan* Leal
seen Fn al Beta House Return with
consults eascl-no quesOons ejsHedt—
Cathy 2^619
—--•• —

PHI MU PHI8
I - IDEAL
FRSEhO(3HIP WE ARE SISTERS OF
THE HEART AND THAT'S NO LIEWE HAVE THE GREATEST CLASS
OF PHIS- THE LETTER READING
WILL SHOW US ALL- OUR SHARED
FEELINGS FOR PHI MU- WHILE WE
HAVE A BALL! PHI MUS SINCERITY
IS ITS IDEAL FRIENDSHIP LOVE
PHI MU ACTIVES

Ladies ol Alpha Gamma Delta and
gentlemen ol Beta Thela Pi. thanks
for a 'swinging' bme Friday night
Let s do It again sometime' The PI

ALL MY CHILDREN
Shown defy Irom 8.30-7:30 p.m.
352-8858 or 353-2715 lor delate

LOST pair ol keys on blue ptaahc key
ring Dropped 1/19/83 In Unhr
Haa BG News area Very cructaf thai
they be tOL-.d' Please eel Jell. 3722801 or 362-6007 anytime •

OZZJE NELSON:
More women
should be lucky enough to bo
ptckod-up by you el Mamrille 8
Ckrngh! You were truly our hero-we
owe you one!!!
THE LI0KTWBOHTS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ISMET SINCER.
THE WARMTH IN MY SOUL. THE
SUNSHINE M MY DAYS. THE SMILE
ON MY FACE, THE TURK IN MY
LIFE! LOVE. YOUR SLEEPY LITTLE
OWL

Congratulations Judy Barkwal on
your Delta Gamme-Sigma Chi La.aeertna to Mark' UTB-Your setters

Miami ready for'

them down and brought us up.
"I crashed Jie Boards a lot
more. I felt really bad (because of
the technical) and I wanted to do
everything perfect, because I knew
then that their fans were really
against me. I knew they wanted the
worst thing to happen every time I
touched the ball.fi
While MU law may not like
Jenkins, they certainly should respect him for the way he played
down the stretch in last Saturday's
game. The soft-spoken Junior repeatedly hit baskets from 15 feet
out, and ended with 25 points and
nine rebounds - both game-highs.
Lehman, who came into the
game sporting a black eye and a
history of past fights, ended with no
points in just four minutes of playing time. Lehman stirred up a lot of
action in those four minutes.
According to Jenkins. Lehman
initiated the fight by hitting him in
the face with a forearm. Jenkins
responded by shoving Lehman a
couple of times before the two were
separated. Neither coach really
saw what happened, but Weinert
said tha( he thought Lehman's
blow was "unintentional."
Jenkins thought otherwise.
"I thought it was intentional.
You know I don't normally fight out
there," he said.

Ouys. Cords and Denim Assorted
styles 17 95 end $0.(5. Painter
Pants, Denim Reg. I22.0O-S2O.00.
Sale J 12.15. Jeans N' Things.
Ml IVktooot
-

Congratulations to the 1983 Orientation leeOera from Atoh Phi Karon,
Cariene. Ease. Mary. Bov, Susie, and
Mchete Way to go1

Jonea Income Tax Service
$16-1040A. mc Stale > Local
$33-1040. A a B. adj i credits mc
State (Local
Jeo-Farme. mc. State « Local
Ph 352-1438 or 354-1507
Hrs 7 am-9 pm 7 days a week.
Located al Beat Western 1480 E
woooltr. Olc «I8
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pace with Ohio, a team they will
play in Athens this weekend. OU
(10-3 overall) is in Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., tonight to play Central (2-4,
7-8).
JENKINS' OWN words following BG's win over MU could serve
as warning for his teammates.
"Any team can beat any other
team, anywhere, and on any given
day," be said. "You just nave to
play hard, smart and together."
Against the Redskins, Jenkins'
abbreviated battle with Lehman
served as a springboard to victory
for the Falcons, although both Jenkins and Weinert admitted that it
could have worked against them.
The Redskins were awarded a
two-shot technical foul and given
the ball out-of-bounds, thus costing
BG a possession as well. It could
have been a six-point swing in
favor of MU, which would have tied
the game, 35-all.
Instead, MU's Craig Tubbs sank
just one of the free throws, the
Skins failed to score on their possession, and Jenkins came up with
a three-point play at the other end
that gave the Falcons a 38-32 lead.
"I PLAYED a little harder after
that happened," Jenkins said.
"(BG point guard David) Greer
was picking me up, saying 'it's all
over - Just forget it.' It brought

11 AM - 4 PM

EVERYDAY

$1.50

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

5.

: iu»

•"APARTMENTS"1 or 2 bdrm Venous locations
John Newlove Real Estate
319 E Wooster SI
CM 364-2260 or 352-8553

TMED OF YOUR ROOMMATE?
SICK OF LIVING ON CAMPUS?
SHARE A LUXURIOUS 2 BDRM.
APT. FULLY FURN-. OWN BDRM 8
BATHROOM. COLOR CABLE TV,
EXISTING PHONE. FREE HEAT 8
AC. POOL. LAUNDRY FACILITIES.
RENT UNTIL MAY OR LONGER.
II20.0O/PER MO. NEGOTIABLE.
(REGULARLY 8170.001) M OR F.
too, 88MM1 or 172-008*.
IvowRenllng 1 bdrm F-U opts: 2
bdrm F , gaa heel, tenant pays eiec .
laundry lad avail AN residents
granted pnvssdge ol a membership to
the r^ERRYWOCO HEALTH SPA
~ eferred Properties Co 835 High
l Rental Olflco 352-9378
t M students needed to I* apis
and houaee now 362-7385
Sngte room tor M student acroaa
from Rogers available now 3527365
CARTY RENTALS
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS
'83*84 school year and summer
rentals Al near campus 352-7385
t bdrm apt Ouiet location $200
and eiec Oaa heel AvM Fab 15
Ph 352-2267
For ront NOW: 2 bdrma n house. 5
mine from campus $110 mo A gaa
oa. M. or F non-emoker CM 3521910.
face 1 bdrm apt Semester kseae
Low utl. expense Wasting dKttence
to campua $195 plus deposit Col
Toledo 1-382 3110 belore 8 pm
Houeee and apts Cose to campus
lor the 1983-84 school veer 1-2873341

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACffOU
1 PuOleCillO*"
tOf-hOfl
* Shot 4.1 DfrleWdS
9 Muffttw
14 HuMuO
15 SynthtHC (•fXK
ifl Moj-Wttt BnaomO
ntlfl-M'
17 Bi-yn'**
18 Popolevr tii^Q^ ol
today
20 NotJtllfllC Tr4>ro>
c-tong
22 Flllil Of DeMl
23 TiW
25 LttVigii
iituminutoni
26 Cttlchaii «OMJ!
LAtin Style)
27 Oillr«b'i"»ol
31 TrftMeUM
SruWlhsMflt
35 Clock Qar
36 joom«l ot ■ ton
37 Win* Prt*ll»
36 OtCrMMd
40 Otfroii-b-sUMorg
41 M*»dy l»meVT (oW
in "Vrh.it Cevoo
1942
43 M«MWM<
46 OtuttntMV).
rnlo»m«ll>
47 ConCafdl-lH
fHtUftM

DINING FOR A SMALL PLANET

19 Aclor JtKamy

50 S*oy«n-i Thi
Your lift"
S3 LtM an wwowfi
MM
37 P»i
58 BiftO. oil C4>TTT«*»
60 ign'Md
ftl Pla.ni.!
ctfyoi*
52 Horn* on a cag
83 N a .,041 tonal
Wifa
64 CttrtMOul
65 WAVtS. B"l.a«
ah*
66 inm««j.aa

21
alt*
24 Highway aign
28 Mra AIJotM"
29 Avon DUir)
Oaug"'**
30 Foil
.
Caiiiofma
31 OrtWlng.tr>
LMxno
39 VWMnglon
.
en******
33
34
38
38
39

Vitgiftia »v*d lamUy
2 Oroarn-up
3 Prh-Bl* ■aanjaaTtln.
•thorn*
4 Financial
5 100 aauam mate**
6 Skirt atyta
' Wiaaman
8 Prov*9t..M.Tn-Th
latanl
g
da-Swoon*
>0
ooppa*
ii Foottoac'aaiiira
12 CevHWeV
13 Q-n-an and I-man

41
42
44
45
48

Byn>na-r»*ghifali
Runout
*-»>nch notota
Raiati«MOl
Wac.ala
fomm Ortham
mayof
Aalngtng
Looea
NM
Mlcf-Ki of a kind
WIOMOWt
Anon-*ty

51
S3 CWitraltona
53 "N't
you ■
54 3W Pae lalanda,
Wot FIH
56 Maoxaeiwum
SB"
IMbtf'
50
THiTkn

INZZU
lll.llill III III!) II 1 I I
nun. i Hi II II in
inii'i
Mill III '1: in: I I ui li'lil
illinium 'tij.j i t-jii i

I

III II III
111 II 111
,.iiiiii

UI I. IIJII
ll'lll'l'l
niiii in

am IIS

17

11

20

S

1

7

1

14

27
M

|"

31

14
M

1'
44

12

ll

21

29

N

15

17

N
4*

11

OPEN TUES., WED., THURS.
4:30-6:30 P.M.

18

"

It

11

45

•

M

47
S3

10

11

21

43

'
!
|"

It

2}

U

$4

TUES

ALL YOU CAN EAT FISH 2.99

WED

ALL YOU CAN EAT CHICKEN 2.99

THURS ALL YOU CAN EAT TACO 2.99

41

11

12

THURS STRIP STEAK SPECIAL 5.05

J7

56

sa

84

II. Ill I
llll
r tin

3

14

81
III llll II I
I, I'll
iiiiuii IIIII II in
UMIB. MUNI II, II

2

M

1

M

LOCATED ON THE 8ECOND FLOOR UNIVERSITY

«
ll- NJVoS
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1982-83 BGSU BASKETBALL FALCONS
Paul
Abendroth
#43
Forward
Junior
6'6"
205 lbs.
Toledo
KOttawa Hills)

John
Weinert
Head
Coach

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT Inc.

BG BASKETBALL TEAM
We're Behind You All the Way!

"Come see us for
your rental needs"
352-5620

MAIN ST.

"When, the Soeciak Never Stori"

David Greer

Bill Faine
#25
Forward
Junior
6'7"
205 lbs.
Mt. Cory
(Cory-Rawson)

#10
Guard
Senior

T.O.S
David
Jenkins
#22
Forward
Junior
6'5"

195 lbs.
Warren, Ohio
(Western
Reserve)

Guard
Senior
6'3"
175 lbs.
University
Heights
(Benedistine)

6'9"
230 lbs.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. WOOSTER
352-6553

Joe Harrison
#40
Forward
Sophomore

6'8"

160 lbs.
Canton
(Mckinley)

'

Newark, N.J.
(Union
Catholic)
RAPID PRINTING
186 S. Main St.
Downtown Bowling Green
352-911 8
"GOOD LUCK FALCONS']

Colin Irish
#32
Forward
Junior
6'8"
215 lbs.
Dayton
(Jefferson)

"THE IMPORT SPECIALIST"

Arnie
Morris
#23
Guard
Freshman

GO FALCONS!
BOWLING GREEN
BEVERAGE, INC
N. Dixie Highway 352-4965
Ken Swint

#13
Forward
Sophomore

6'1"

6'4"

6'5"

170 lbs,
Toledo
(St. John's)

175 lbs.
Shaker Heights
(Shaker Heights)

215 lbs.
Fremont
(ST. Joseph's)

State Home Swings
I'.Ml
I550 II

II
li
I
<
IVooMer, Bowling
Green:
352-521I

Al Thomas
#11
Guard
Sophomore
5'11"
160 lbs.
Findlay
(Findlay)

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING!
505 Clough

352-9302

Ken Waddell

#21
Forward
Freshman

6'4"
185 lbs.
Toledo
(Scott)

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

Store Hrs.
^

#12

215 lbs.
Dayton
(Jefferson)

Brian Miller
#30
Guard
Freshman

MON-FRI
9-5:30
SAT
9-5

Browne

5'9"

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

352-3365

Keith Taylor
#24
Guard
Sophomore
6'2"
150 lbs.
Detroit
(Southwestern)

Avon
Davey
#42
Center
Freshman

,

JCPenney

Across from Rodgers

902 E. booster

Tim

1141 S. Main

1424 E. WOOSTER
Store Hre. M-F 9-5:30 9-5 Sat.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
AND COURTS
APARTMENTS
Rental Office:
1520 dough (Amherst Village)
352-0164

Lamar
Jackson
#31
Center
Senior
6'8"
225 lbs.
Detroit
(Southwestern)

WINTHR0P TERRACE
APARTMENTS
"See us for your
housing needs"

352-9135

